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Painted in 1889 while Van Gogh was in a sanatorium in Saint-Remy, France, Starry Nights is one of

the artist's most important works. Now you can carry this masterpiece with you at all times with this

compact notebook. Sixty-four blank pages are ready for whatever you want to record, from phone

numbers to birthdays.
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When I opened my package and saw how small this "notebook" was I laughed. It's not much bigger

than my hand and the inside is blank pages, no lines to write on. And I thought it would be a spiral

notebook for some reason. Still a good quality picture of Starry Night.

I bought this thinking it would be a full-sized notebook and I was getting a great deal and honestly

was trying to hit my $25 mark for free shipping. It does mention the dimensions of the notebook so I

guess it is my own fault for not looking hard enough. It also doesn't have lines on the pages but now

I just stuck it in my purse for when I need to jot down random things, so that is useful I suppose.

I purchased this journal just to get free shipping with another item and for a 1.50 free ship it's a great

idea for giveaways or gifts for those who enjoy van gogh as I do. Recommend for those who like to

write notes down will fit in back pocket for guys and in any purse for women.

These Decorative notebooks can fit in your purse so conveniently. Give these as a gift, use as a

diary, Make a grocery list. My daughter uses hers to schedule customers for her husbands



business. Very nice. I love these and got 5 for myself and 5 for my daughter!

This is my favorite of all the small notebooks in the series... lined pages, perfect for taking notes for

a special class, or for keeping track of books read, or museums visited, or art discovered, or trips

taken, or poems to be copied and carried wherever you go, or diary, or journal, or... you get the

idea!

I don't know how many times I needed to write something down and had no paper. I usually end up

jotting a note on the back of a receipt and then I can't find the receipt. This is the perfect purse size

for me. It is on the small size but I knew that when I bought it. It fits in my purse and the cover is

strong enough that it shouldn't bend while being stored with the rest of my stuff. Of course, I love

Van Gogh and the song 'Starry, Starry Night', so this is my favorite little notepad.

These are cute books. They are small, can fit into the palm of your hand, and make great notepads

for a purse or backpack. The are not lined, and this may throw some people off. Overall, a good

purchase for around a buck.

I have loved art since my 10th grade English teacher, Mrs. Jordan, made our class learn every

single piece of art work including details about it from our very thick English Literature textbook. I

admit these notebooks were an impulse buy. I saw them and had to have them!! They are practical

and beautiful! The notebooks are from Dover and are slightly larger than sized. I also love that they

are made in the US. Starry Night and Irises is blank pages with no lines. The Degas and Monet

notebooks have lined pages. They are have strong spines and look like they will hold up well in my

purse. I would recommend these to others. I am considering buying these for stocking stuffers for

our homeschooled children. I want to pass down that love of art to them. I am very, very pleased

with my purchase.
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